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To determine distribution
woodpecker in Virginia.
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success and limiting factors for the species in Virginia.
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SUMMARY:

Surveys were continued to locate new red-cockaded woodpecker colonies and
to verify activity in previous active colonies.
Two new active colony sites
were located in Suffolk.
Seven active sites were located in Sussex County.
Of the new active sites, eight were successful and one was a failure.
Total
production of young in the eight successful nests was fifteen.
SURVEYS:
Surveys to locate active red-cockaded woodpecker sites were continued.
Extensive use of tape recordings of woodpecker vocalizations were used to
determine the presence of birds.
It has been found that woodpeckers respond
immediately during April to a recording of the "greeting" call of the species.
This technique was used in newly surveyed areas in Suffolk, and in suitable
habitat in previously surveyed areas.
As a result of these surveys, red-cockaded woodpeckers were located in
10 colony areas.
Eight of these areas were located in Sussex County.
One
colony in Sussex County was a previously unknown group.
Two new colonies
of four birds each were found in Suffolk.
Two single birds located last
year in Isle of Wight County appeared to have disappeared from the area.
POPULATION

AND NESTING

STUDIES:

All areas which contained cavity
mentioned above, were checked several
the tape recorder technique.

trees, including the three new sites
times during the spring utilizing
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As a result of the use of this technique, seven active nest sites were
located in Sussex County and two in Suffolk.
Birds consistently were seen
at an eighth site in Sussex County but an active nest could not be located.
Of these nests, seven fledged 2 young each, one nest fledged a single young.
One nest apparently failed as it appeared abandoned on June 4. On that date,
the cavity tree was climbed and the cavi~y found to contain one whole and one
broken egg. A total of 15 young fledged from these nests, the highest
number of known young since the beginning of this study.
WINTER FORAGING

STUDIES:

Hinter foraging studies were conducted during December, January, February,
and March to determine the area over which the birds foraged during this
season and the nature of the foraging substratum being used.
Clans were
followed throughout the day during their foraging activities from the time the
individual birds left the roost holes until they returned at dusk. The
size and nature of trees utilized for foraging also was recorded .. These data
presently are being analyzed.
In the most extreme case, one clan foraged
over a square mile of habitat.
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